MOUNTING FORMATS

☐ Door Mount – Inward opening doors/ Pulls Door Open
(Unit mounted to door and arm pushes against frame, pulling door open)

☐ Lintel Mount – Outward opening doors
(Unit Mounted to frame and arm pushes door outward)

If door is recessed in frame, indicate depth of recess (inches): ________

☐ Parallel Mount – Outward opening doors & need/want a wider opening angle; storm door application

APPLICATION TYPE

☐ Interior Door     ☐ Exterior Door     ☐ French Door     ☐ Storm Door     ☐ Screen Door

DOOR DETAILS

1. Location of door? ______________________________

2. Door Material

☐ Wood     ☐ Steel     ☐ Aluminum

Note: Door mount unit on light hollow door will require thru bolts or structural stiffening

3. Door Frame Material

☐ Wood     ☐ Steel     ☐ Aluminum

4. Door Height: _______ Door Width: _______

5. Distance to Ceiling from the Top of the Door Frame? Outside: _______ Inside: _______

6. Is there enough clearance above door to install lintel mount unit? ☐ Yes ☐ No

Requires at least 4” above top of door

7. Distance from wall to door when door is open at 90° _______

Door mount unit requires at least 2 3/8” between inside door surface and wall
8. Reveal (distance from back surface of unit to face of door ________)  
   Reveal for standard lintel mount is ½” to 4 ½”; deep reveal unit is 4 ½” to 9 ½”

9. Type of hinges  
   ☐ Butt  ☐ Swing Clear  ☐ Center Pivot/Offset Pivot

10. Is door closer suitable for reversing to other side of door?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

11. Is an electric door strike required?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

   Strike required for:  ☐ Spring Latch  ☐ Deadbolt  ☐ Latch & Deadbolt  ☐ Combination (Mortise Lock)

12. Is 115VAC receptacle within 30’?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

13. For French Door applications, activate  ☐ Single Door  ☐ Both Doors

Test: Open door and using your pinky finger push the door closed

14. Are you able to close the door?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

15. Is there any weather stripping on the door?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

16. Is there any dragging on the door?  
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

NOTE: If the door is dragging, has thick weather stripping, or has any issues closing smoothly, this will need to be fixed before installing Open Sesame unit or it will not work properly.

ORDERING INFORMATION

- **Residential Bundle**
  - M133 Operator
  - A-R 7440 Electric Strike
  - One Remote Control
  - Transformer/Wiring Kit
  - Remote Choice: (C) (D) (H) (I)

- **French Door Bundle**
  - M133 Operator
  - Trine 3234 Strike: Wood or Metal
  - One Remote Control
  - Transformer/Wiring Kit
  - Remote Choice: (C) (D) (H) (I)

- **Residential Bundle Autoslide**
  - M133 Operator
  - A-R 7440 Electric Strike
  - Transformer/6-Wire Wiring Kit
  - Proximity Sensor System (w/ 2 tags)

- **Screen Door/Storm Door**
  - M233 Operator
  - Long Screw Spacer
  - Transformer/Wiring Kit
  - Drop Plate: A or B

- **Model 133 Operator Only**
  - Operator Color Choices: ☐ Antique White  ☐ Dark Bronze  ☐ Silver

**Accessories:**

- ☐ (B) E.C.U. Remote
- ☐ (C) Keychain Remote
- ☐ (D) Standard 1-Button Transmitter
- ☐ (E) Keyless Entry Pad
- ☐ (FN) Narrow Wall Pushpad
- ☐ (FL) Large Wall Pushpad
- ☐ (FT) Wall Touchpad
- ☐ (FW) 36” Vertical Pushpad
- ☐ (H) 2-Button Transmitter
- ☐ (I) 4-Button Transmitter
- ☐ Proximity Sensor System
- ☐ Tash Switch Mini-cup
- ☐ Blow Switch Unit
- ☐ A-R 7440 Strike
- ☐ HES 1006 Strike
- ☐ Trine 3234/3234W Strike (metal or wood)